Annual Report 2016-2017
The Annual Activities this year focused only on Tailoring for Girls, Support Education for
Government School children and Waste Recycling Activities .
Joyful Learning for Government School Children :
Education can be imparted but Learning happens when
the environment for it is conducive. To enable maximum
learning by the children we get speclized resource
persons to use play way techniques . Space for imagining
and creating your dreams is encouraged through oral
story building activity.

Words are important to help you express yourself
or communicate well. For this your vocabulary
needs to be strengthened . Word building and
understanding is another activity that is lead
during our joyful learning sessions .

. Product Training for our waste recycling centre women:
To take a step towards sustainability the recycling centre
workers needed to develop products from the hand made
paper made by recycling paper waste.Thus a training in
Product making was done in collaboration with Tara Gram of
Development Alternatives .

Paper Recycling a continuous activity: After the Product making workshop the
recycling centre staff was capable enough to make good conference kits for various
organisations. The income generation activity began with an order for the Swach Bharat
workshops.

Poly AL upcycling for making Handicrafts : To encourage more activities under
waste to Livelihood project micro-entrepreneurship strategy was built in. The womens
team for home based livelihood
initiatives was motivated and
worked hard to take up the
challenge. They delivered a
continuous order for Swach
Bharat Training workshops .

Cutting and Sewing Centre :One potential source of income generation for the
women and job creation for community members is the sewing centre . It was
considered to provide a limited number of jobs initially, because of the nearby export
factories but expansion possibilities create the potential for providing employment to a
large number of people within the community. The centre provided training sessions to
the community women, so that anyone interested can learn the valuable and
marketable skill of sewing.

